Abstract-A methodology is presented for determ ining the minimum-cost design for a solar therm al energy system. This approach builds up the minimum-cost system by add ing one subsystem at a time until the de ired system has been ynthesized. At each tep in the optimization procedure the intermediate system cou ld be appl ied to an appropriate end use to find the mi nimu m-cost design for that sy tern . For example, a min imum -cost solar furnace could be designed.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a methodology for finding minimumcost designs for solar thermal energy systems. Thi s is a synthesis rather than an analysis approach , and it is an alternati ve to traditional engineering approaches used in the determination of optimum yste m designs. In this synthesis approach a system is built up in stages and at each stage a minimum cost design is determined for a large number of different specified performance . At each subsequent stage the system comes closer to being completed, and when the procedure is fini shed , the minimum cost system ha been determined. This approach has been successfully used to analyze many other kinds of complex interrelated system , and it is believed that th is is the first time it has been app lied to solar thermal energy system s.
One trad itional approach is to model the entire system in a simplified manner. This enables the experim entor to optim ize the system by direct search or by grap hical means since there are now only a few des ign para meters. Since most design parameters are fixed, only a few of the multitude of possibilities can be examined. In fixing most of the des ign variables, only an extremely small fr action of the possible designs are examined and the system 's optimum is likely to be missed. Alternatively more design vari ables could be included. However, this red uces or negates the usefulness of direct search.
Two problems arise when direct search is used to find an optimum in a system with man y design variable . First , direct search becomes extremely ineffecti ve if there are more than two or three design variables, Wilde [I] . This is *This paper was presented at the International Solar Energy Society's U.S. Sect ion Mee ting held in Fort Collins, Colorado (Aug. 1974).
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characterized by Bellman [2) as the curse of dimensionality. Second , di.reel search may not find an optimum when there are two or more design variable even if the response surface i . unimodal, Wilde [I] . Palmquist and Beckman [3) have demonstrated that there are multiple optima in rad iative-conducti ve systems. This makes the situation even wor e for direct search since "such system s have not been studied with any success ," Wilde [!] . Optimization using imulation is necessarily limited by these considerations.
Selcuk and Ward [4] in a recent article empl oyed mathem atic models of cost and performance to analyze the collection of solar energy and its conversion to electricity. The optimization was by direct search. This approach , though simplified cost model s were used, recognized the need to view the co t per unit of output as the primary criterion for optimization. This more complex problem , however, requ ired a performance anal ysis that omitted many potentiall y important design variables, such as concentrator rim angle. Thus, only a limited number of systems des ign variations could be examined .
Another approach that has been widely used in optim izing solar power generation systems i to fi x several point designs and then perturb design variables un til a systems optimum is conve rged upon. The non-linear programming based techniques that are used permit more design variables to be considered than in direct search, but these techniques are still drawn to local optima (see Palmquist and Beckman [3] for examples of th is happening in rad iati ve-co nductive sy terns. ) Since multiple optima undoubtably exist in solar thermal energy systems, there is no assurance that a global optimum has been reached.
The dynamic programming based methodology, Bellm an [2), described in this paper synthe izes or build up the solar thermal energy system in stages. At each stage yo u need consider only a few of the many design variables. Thus at each stage optimum system s are easily found.
A set of optimum concentrators indexed by properties of concentrated radiation they produce is found in the first stage. In the second stage , the absorber-heat exchanger is added to the concentrator, now characterized concisely by properties of concentrated radiation. A set of optimum collectors indexed by the propenies of thermal power that they generate can then be found. These min imum-cost collectors can be th~n used to find field designs that provide thermal power with specified properties at minimum cost. This minimum-cost thermal power can then be applied to an end use such as electric power generation.
The prime requisite for using this approach is being able to find a concise para metric representation that conveys all of the performance information about the subsystems thus far put together. This permits a minimum cost to be associated with different values of the parameters so that optimization may be performed when the ne xt subsystem is added. If this can not be done an optimum system can not be guaranteed.
As this procedure progresses , the set of minimum-cost subsystem s that has been built up can be used at any intermediate stage. For instance, if we onl y went as far as the concentrator, we could appl y the analysis to finding minimum cost solar furnace s.
There are two major advantages to this approach. First, a vastly greater number of designs can be considered. This will be demonstrated below. Second , simplified performance and cost models are not required as is the case in some of the traditional approaches. Nonlinearities, discontinuities and eq uations that must be solved implicitly can be included and wi ll fit in with the methodology quite easil y. The primary consideration involved in performance and cost modeling is that of keeping computation times short.
MINIM UM COST OF CONCENTRATED RADIATIO
The first subsystem to be examined is the concentrator: The concentrator is optimized parametrically by specifying the target shape, the type of foc using and two parameters E and g. These characteristics are sufficient to describe the propertie: of concentrated radiation supplied to the next subsystem. Minimum costs are then computed for fixed values of the parameters , the parameter values changed and the process repeated. Expressions (1) below indicate the fun ctional dependence of these two performance parameters on the concentrator design variables .
E= E(p,." A,, )*
( I) g = g(Oma" <r<1>, aA, A,,, concentrator type)!
• E = p.," A,, for two ax is tracking concentrators. t This li st would also includ e the heliostat size in the power tower co ncept.
These functional relations constitute the constraints in the optimization. That is, the values of E and g are fixed and designs are varied to find a minimum cost design.
Ex pressions for E and g have been derived in Duff and Lameiro [5] for point foc using concentrators having spherical or pancake targets and for line focusing concentrators having round or flat targets. In the case of point focusing devices , the distribution of radiation is exponential with parameter g. For line fo cusing devices the distribution is normal with mean zero and standard deviation g. The normal distribution form agrees with the conjecture and experimental results in Lof and Duffie [6] and the exponential form has been derived using two different approaches [5 , 7] and has been verified experimentally [8] .
The development is general in the sense that any sort of point or line focusing device can be examined and the corre sponding E and g generated. For exam ple , Fresnel lenses, Fresnel reflectors, paraboloids , parabolic troughs, cylindrical Fresnel lenses, multiple fl ats and the heliostat array-power tower concept can be treated .
The target design variable in point focu sing is the area of the pancake or cavity opening or the cross sectional area of the sphere . In line focusing it is the width of the cav ity or diameter of the tube. Thus, the amount of radiation available to a target can be computed by IoE and the amount of radiation actually intercepted can then be determined by specifying g, the target shape and its size.
The optimization procedure for multiple mounted , quasi-paraboloid concentrators was implemented on a computer as shown in Fig. l . As this procedure is carried out, a minimum cost of ac hieving performance of a concentrator characteri zed by various E and g combinations is determined . To find a minimum cost design for each concentrator type, 15 x 3 x 16 or 720 different designs we re considered for each E and g combination. Jn the figure it is shown that lei the minimum cost for a given E, g pair, is updated each time a new design is found that is superior to the previous designs examined. Though not shown in the diagram , the minimum cost design that yielded the E, g combination is also saved for future reference. Thus, when an E, g pair is determined to be optimum for a particular application, such as a IO MW solar thermal electric power plant, the concentrator design that resulted in this minimum cost E, g pair can be retrieved .
MINIMUM COST OF THERMAL POWER FROM A COLLECTOR
The ne xt subs yste m to be added as we build up the minimum-cost solar thermal energy system is the abso rber-heat exchanger. With this addition the concentrator becomes a solar collector. The collector is optimized parametrically by specifying insolation level and 3 parameters of collector thermal power output; the mass flow rate through the absorber-heat exchanger 1il and the absorber-heat exchanger inlet and outlet temperatures , T;" and T out · These 3 parameters are required to adeq uately describe the properties of thermal power supplied to subsequent subsystems . Minimum cost collector designs are then found for fixed values of the three parameters, the parameter values changed and the process repeated .
The performance parameters, T; ", T ou t and m, are functionally dependent on the collector design parameters and are functionally interdependent as well. Again, these functional relationships are the constraints in the optimization.
In the concentrator optimization the properties of concentrated radiation were expressed in two para meters , E and g, and a minimum cost of concentrated radiation was found for each E and g combination. Only these variables and the target shape need be considered as the concentrator part of the collector optimization , since they account for all the information required about the concentrator, including cost.
The collector performance expression of this characterization of the concentrator is shown in eqn (2)*.
Eq. (2), with proper interpretation of the factor F ', is valid for a wide variety of concentrating and flat plate collectors. Generalized forms of F ' and related factors are given in Table I . The amount of radiation actually intercepted by the target can be calculated using the fact *This equation is based on an equation fo r flat plate collectors due to Hottel , Whillier and Bliss [9, 10] . Table I . Definition of factors used in the absorber analysis
that radiation at the target is exponentially (or normally) distributed in a, the appropriate target dimension. G (g, a), the value of the exponential (or normal) distribution fun ction with parameter g and target dimension a is multiplied by Elo to get the amount of radiation intercepted. This can then be multiplied by average values of absorbtivity and transmissivity factors to get the amount of radiation actually absorbed. An expression must then be subtracted to account for reradiation and convection losses. The performance of this system must be modeled to find an outlet temperature for a given inlet temperature , fluid mass flow rate, insolation level and absorber-heat exchanger design. The relationships that are required to translate designs to perform ance are shown in Table 2 . These relationships have been generated by solving the expression for local useful rate of energy gain per unit of area as a differential equation in the local temperature Tx at a position x along the heat exchanger tube. In the case where radiation is uniform, the amount of radiation intercepted locally per unit area does not vary from one point of the heat exchanger tube to the next. However, where we have a non-uniform intensity of radiation, as in a pancake abso rber with a helical heat exchanger, the amount of energy available per unit area rises as the heat exchanger tube is traversed. In the first case the equation for the local useful rate of energy gained per unit area is independent of x, but in the second case it is dependent on x. A detailed solution for the latter case has been give n in
The equations in Table 2 are solved implicitly using successive approx imations by first assum ing a T,,, and solving for UL, then finding a new T,,, and comparing this with the previous T,,, and then using this new T,,, to solve for a new UL. The iterative computations continue until the present and previous T,,, 's are sufficiently close. The enumerative search for a design that yield s a specific rit, T out and T;., was implemented on the computer by selecting E, g and a as shown in the flow chart given in Fig. 2 . As can be seen, if either or both are feasible, a small and a large absorber can each result in the same T out · This selection is acco mplished by an interval search starting from a = 0 to find the appropriate small absorber and then from a = 7g to find the appropriate large absorber. The number of a 's considered in each interval search averages about ten.
For each rit, T;" and T out the number of designs 
F'I 0 E aTe g egr -e rmc;;-
No t e: 1. The equations for Tx and Tm in the second t hrough fifth co lum ns and for Qu diffe r in f orm from those fou nd i n the literature. The form of the eq uat ion s above is for the pur pose of indi ca t ing the s i mil ariti es of these eq uati ons with the eq ua t ions in the firs t co lum n . 2. The flu id flow for the pancake absorber is t hro ugh a helical t ube and from the outs ide to t he ce nt er . considered will be 272 x 2 = 544*. For each of the 544 designs the cost of the absorber-heat exchanger, including the cost of pumping power in the pipe, is computed and added to the minimum cost fo r concentrated radiation, fc(E, g), corresponding to that des ign's E and g. This total cost is the cost of the concentrator combined with the absorber-heat exchanger, that is, the cost of the collector. Out of these 544 designs the minimum-cost des ign is selected as the collector producing thermal power with the characteristics m, T out and T;. at minimum cost. This process is then repeated for I x I x 8 x 35 or 280 other values of m, T out and T; •.
Considerable savings in computation time has been achieved by synthesizing mini mum-cos t collectors in 2 stages rather than all at once. The max imum number of designs examined can be easil y seen fro m Figs. I and 2. The maximum number of de signs that are examined in the minimum cost of concentrated radiation analys is is 720 x 272 or 195,840 and 280 x 544 or 152,320 fo r the minimum cost of therm al power fr om the collector analys is. This is a total of 348, 160 des igns. If this was done in one step and the same nu mber of designs were examined as were effectively examined in this case, we would examine 280 x 2 x 195,840 or 109,670,400 designs. Another way of putting this is that by condensing the 195,840 concentrator designs into 272 a savings of about 300-1 in computational effort is ac hieved. This is possible since all of the characteris ti cs of concentrated radiation necessary fo r the absorber-heat exchanger analyses can be ex pressed in E and g without losing any potential minimu m cost collector des igns.
This economy is actuall y greater than indicated, as the flo w chart onl y indicates the analysis of a particular type concentrator or absorber-heat exchanger. In realit y all concentrator designs and types that did not result in minimum cost of concentra ted radiation havi ng properties E and g for a particular target shape wo uld be eliminated. So if I 0 different types of concentrator are considered, then the information would be bei ng condensed from l ,958,400 total designs into 272 designs. The point here is that onl y the minimum cost designs need be retained. Thus, instead of 300-1 advantage there is now a 3000-l adv antage.
As mentioned before, the perfor mance and cost models can be arbitrarily complicated. The performance model s given in Table 2 are somewhat elaborate, but, if warranted , the y could be made more com plicated . This wo uld , however, be at the ex pense of the computer time requ ired to perform the analysis indicated in Fig. 2 .
At this point in the analysis a set of minimum cost collectors has been built up by first examining the concentrator subsystem and then adding the absorberheat exchanger subsystem. This set of minimum cost collectors is indexed by the different values of the para meters m, T," and Tou•· The set and its associated minimum costs can now be used to further build the system into a collector field deli vering heat to a central point. The objecti ve will be to determi ne the collectors, insulation thicknesses, pipe diameters, collector coupling and layouts that make up the minimum cost field s. Before do ing this, some examples of collector optimization will be given.
EXAMPLES OF COLLECTOR OPTIMIZATION
Parametric cost fu nctions for various concentrators having pancake and spherical absorber-heat exchangers were developed as part of an NSF/RANN stud y [12] . These costs estimates were based on the ass umption that the collectors would be manufact ured on a large scale. Manufacturing plants would be et up, each capable of turning out 14,000 m' of collector aperture area per da y. General des ign specifications were determined for each collector type and a comprehen ive ra nge of potential state of the art manufacturing processes, materials and components were examined . Processes, materials and components that yielded different des ign performance characteristics, such as different pecular reflectivities, were identified . Noncompetitive processes , materials and components were then screened out on the bas is of unit costs. An example of the output of this procedure for a parabolic concentrator is shown in Table 3 and Figs . 3 and 4. The figures provide adjustments to the cost estimates in the table for 3 design parameters: rim angle, aperture width and reflectivity . Parameterization of pointing and surface contour error was acco mplished but is not illustrated. The costs of each of the other concentrator ty pes were estimated in a similar para metric manner.
An example of part of the output from the minimum cost of concentrated rad iation analysis for Fresnel reflectors with pancake targets is shown in Table 4 . The output under the minimum cost column is the set of values of fr. This analys is was repeated and similar tables generated for other point focusing concentrators delivering radiation to a pancake target. Another set of analyses wa also performed on the same set of point focusing concentrators delivering radiation to a spherical target and on line foc using concentrators. After these analyses Table 3 . Itemized costs in $/m' of aperture area fo r minimumcosts 7·5 m diameter paraboloids with refle ctivity of 85% and rim angle of 80° were completed the minimum costs for a particular E and g combination and target shape were compared. That is, all spherical target analyses were compared to determine the minimum cost types and designs of concentrators deli vering radiation to that type of target. This minimum cost design was then carried into the second stage of the analysis-determining the minimum cost of thermal power fro m a collector. Figure 5 is a graph of minimum cost for several types of point focus ing concentrators: a single mount paraboloid wi th a spherical target C 10 I (a pancake target, C IG3); a multiple array of long focus quas i-paraboloids with a common spherical target C3G2 (a pancake target. C3G4); a Fresnel lense with a spherical target C7G2 (a pancake target C7G4) and a Fresnel reflector with a spherical target C5G2 (a pancake target C5G4). As can be -500 reflector were carried into the collector optimization for both pherical and pancake targets with other concentrator types being eliminated. The example next moves to the generation of minim um cost thermal power from a collector. The minimum cost of thermal power de igns for boiling collectors with pancake ab orber-heat exchanger for different value of 1i1 and TBOIL with J, > = IOOO w/m 2 is shown in Table 5 . An optimum design in Table 5 has had appended to it a reference or trace back to the concentrator that delivered minimum co t radiation for the E and g that was cho en as part of the minimum cost collector design. Thu the design of a minimum cost concentrator can now be specified. A graphic illu tration of this anal y i for several point focus collector types is shown in Fig. 6 .
----PARAMETERS----------------OPTllUH DESIGNS-----------HINIHUH
As a second example, the second part of the tower-helio tat optimization is shown in Table 6 . Thi system i analyzed in the optimization procedure in a imilar manner to collectors. The performance analy i differ omewhat though. For instance, the effective aperture is no longer imply the product of Av and P•••· The fir t example illu trates the synthe is approach which ha been de cribed up to this point. To illustrate thi procedure in more detail, a specific design will be selected from Table 5 , the collector in line I. Thi i a partial boil ing Fresnel reflector collector that produces a fl uid temperatu re of 150°C. The ma flow rate of thi collector i 0·040 kg/ ec, and the fraction of latent heat added i 0·075. The ab orber for thi collector i a pancake hape with a helical arrangement of tubes around the urface having a 0·020 m dia and length of 1 ·25 m. The • Table 5 . Minimum costs of therm al power from concentrating collectors with pancake targets KFIN= 211. EPSIL0N-. 90, ALPHA= .95, TAU= i.oo, fAMB-26, FRACDL= 1.00 , VEL0CITY= 5.0, TYPE= 0, C~ST M0DEL= CAl
parameter LA in this table is the absorber length and is used only for line focus ing collectors. The parameter N is fo r the case where N indi vidual absorbers are used for each concentrator in a multiple array. AL, the surface area of one side of the pancake absorber, is 0·02525 m2, E and g are 7·040 m 2 and 0·008246 m 2 respectively. The minimum cost for delivering heat with characteristics TBOIL of 255°C, QF of 0·075 and m of 0·040 kg/sec is $635 . The power out which can be calculated from TBOIL, QF and iii * is 6350 W. The concentrator design which was retai ned has been appended under the "trace back" heading. This information can also be found in Table 4 . The concentrator providing concentrated radia-*TBOIL, QF and 1i1 take the place of T0 "" T;" and 1i1 fo r the boiling analysis. 293  336  411   340  272  282  629  260  194  169  283  247  260  215 tion with characteristi cs E and g at minimum cost is 7-4 1 m in aperture area with a rim angle of 25° and a surface coating having a reflecti vity of 0·95. The combined tracking and surface contour accuracy is about 0·285°. The collector effi ciency of 85 ·4 per cent, the cost of thermal power of $100/kW and the concentration ratio Av/a of 295 are qu antities that can now be found from informatio n m the table. They are also displayed for convenience.
MINIMUM COST OF THE HEAT FROM A COLLECTOR FIELD
The collector field is synthesized using the same dynamic programming principles as were used in synthesizing the collector. The sub-system of the collector fi eld used in the sy nthesis analysis to build up the field consists of a collector (or collectors) and the associated heat figure and the n putting branches together into main trunk lines as illustrated at the bottom of the figure. By doing this, any kind of fi eld arra ngement may be synthesized , that is, built up in stages from the outside of the field to the inside.
The optimization find s the minimum cost fi eld layout by va rying collectors and the pipe sizes and insulation thickness on each subsystem in such a way as to achieve a field which provides thermal power with specified characteristics m, T;., Tout· The optimization is then repeated for other values of 1i1 , T;. and Tout· Series connections, single parallel connections, double parallel connections, higher ord er parallel connections and staggered parallel connections of collectors can all be accoun ted for in this approach. This particular approach allows for a more ge neral design of field layout than other approaches becau se each subsystem is designed individuall y. Thus, if there are economies that can be achieved by differentially insulating different subsystems or by havi ng different pipe diameters for different subsystems, they will be recogni zed by the optim ization. Figure 8 is an illustration of the interaction between the high and low temperature sides for a parallel arrangement of collectors. It is intended to show the need to simultaneously consider both low and high tempe rature heat transport sides in the optimization. Thi is the case since, at each stage, the heat transport design affects the high and low side temperature profiles (the upper and lower curves in the figure) and therefore the outlet tem perature of the collector and the high ide heat transport line where mixing occurs. Table 7 is an actual optimization run for pressurized water. It illustrates the high and low side temperature profiles for the minimum cost system and gives the corresponding optimum high and low side insulation thicknesses and pipe diameters for each heat transport segment.
At this point in the analysis optimum fields have been laid out and thermal power outputs of these fields with their associated minimum costs may be used for various end purposes. One end use could be to ge nerate electricit y and another could be to centrally supply heat for heating and cooling of build ings.
The next section wi ll treat a specific application for which this methodology was developed-gene rat ion of electrical power by solar thermal mea ns.
APPLICATION TO POWER GENERATION
At this point minimum cost collector field layouts for various value of 1i1, T,, and T ou t have been determined . These outputs and their associated mi nimum costs can now be matched to a turbine-generator-heat rejectio n SE Vol. 17, No. 4-D system. To properly continue the synthesis methodology, a turbine should be designed for the field that takes into account the cost of heat associated with specified values of m T,,, T out· The costs of turbines of varyi ng efficiencies and heat rejection systems of varying efficiencies are now added to the cost of the system synthesized so fa r-the concentrator, then the absorber-heat exchanger to make up the collector, and then the combination of collectors and their heat transport segments to make up the field-to arrive at a minimum cost per kWh solar thermal electric generation system. This is accomplished by utilizing a histogra m of insolation levels that typifies daily insolation vari ation. Output from this optimization is hown in Table 8 . ext the possibility of storing some of the heat gene rated during the high insolation hours of the day was examined. The gai n in utilization by discharging storage after usable sunshine hours have past and the lower cost of small turbi ne ge nerators were traded off against the cost of obtaining this storage. This was accompl ished using an hour by hour dynamic simulation over the period of several years. The simulation also verified the kWh output pred icted by the optim ization analysis.
OTHER APPLICATIONS AND EXTENSIONS
A major advantage of this synthes is type of ap proach is that each of the intermediate tage , such as the concentrator, are minimum-cost sy terns and th us they can be matched up with an ap propriate end use of their outputs. In addition to the end use already mentioned, the techniques described in this paper may also be applied to supplying industrial heat or to the development of a small electric power ge neration plant coupled with one or two collectors.
Dynamic considerations can be accounted for in the optimization by conducting sensiti vity analysis on the ambient conditions such as wi nd velocity and insolation level. The model wi ll eventuall y be extended to explicitl y accou nt for these dynamic considerations.
f, minimum cost of concentrated radiation having properties E and g ($) F' defined in Table 1 F. defined in Table 1 g 
